
SENDING EXCELLENT 
EMAILS

And Avoiding Emails That Become Your Professor’s Future Bad Examples



Emails Everyday of the Week

• You will be sending emails your entire academic and professional careers.
• That is, unless they come up with something new, but they haven’t yet, so you should 

pay attention to this presentation.

• As with any other form of communication, you want your emails to look polished
and professional so that your recipient will take you seriously.

• In the following slides, you will find some basic tips for creating professional 
emails.



Why Bother?

• Since nearly all emails are of a professional nature, your emails should look 
professional.

• This doesn’t mean you need to break out the thesaurus or be overly formal—the 
point is to make your messages easy to read, not overcomplicated and obtuse.

• Also, pay attention to your tone. Aim for a tone that is both friendly and 
professional. You can achieve this by making sure your message is free of grammar 
and spelling mistakes, and reads clearly.
• Even if it isn’t intended, sloppy emails tend to come across as rude and combative.

• Remember that people are very good at reading emotion in text, and if you aren’t 
careful about what tone you use, your reader may misinterpret you and take offense (or 
ignore you).



It’s More Important Than You Think

• Remember that our primary goal in writing is to always be clear and precise. This 
holds true for emails, as well.

• If the recipient can’t understand your email, then she will not be able to help you.
• If the recipient has to struggle to read your email, then she may not want to help you, 

either.

• Furthermore, if your email is full of grammar and spelling mistakes, your recipient 
might never even see it, because modern spam filters flag emails containing 
numerous grammar and spelling errors as spam.



THE BASIC ELEMENTS



The Basic Elements of an Email

• There are four main parts to any email:
• The subject line

• The salutation

• The body

• The sign off

• In this section, we will go over the standard requirements for each part, and 
discuss common questions and concerns about form and style.



The Basics: The Subject Line

• Always include a subject line. If you fail to write something in the subject line, 
then do not be surprised if you never receive a reply, as your email likely got buried 
in the recipient’s inbox, or was flagged as spam.

• If the email is for a class, then include the class’s title. If it is for an employment 
query, then include the title of the job to which you are applying. 
• Example: ENGL 1301—8AM—Question About Final Essay

• Example: Sales Association Application—Jane Smith

• If your email is about a job application, journal or magazine submission, or 
anything else where multiple other people are also sending in similar applications 
or submissions, then include either your full name or last name alone in the 
subject line, as in the above example. This will help whoever receives your email 
easily distinguish between different candidates.



Being Clear

• The subject of your email should be clear from the subject line (seems obvious, but 
I wouldn’t have to say it if it wasn’t a common issue).

• Be clear, concise, and informative. Here are some examples:
• Interview Request for Accounting Position

• Letter of Recommendation Request

• Question About Sick Leave Policy

• RSVP to Martha’s Retirement Party

• Remember, you’re not writing poetry or coming up with a compelling title for your 
five-hundred-page epic fantasy novel. Keep it short, sweet, and to the point.



Don’t Get Caught in the Spam Filter!

• The subject line seems like such a simple thing, but it’s the first place you can go terribly, 
terribly wrong.

• If your subject line contains words such as urgent, immediate, or any other words that 
instruct the recipient to take quick action, then know that your email will probably be sent 
to the recipient’s spam folder.
• That’s because scammers use words such as these to frighten people into opening spam 

emails they wouldn’t likely have opened otherwise.

• Avoid subject lines such as the following; in addition to being unprofessional and unclear, 
these are likely to get your email flagged as spam:
• Please help me!!!

• I got a question really important

• Hey let me hit you up
• Yup, I really did have a student send me an email with the above subject line. No, I was not amused.



The Basics: The Salutation

• Once you’ve got your subject line down, it’s time to focus on your actual message.

• Always begin with a salutation, as you would with a letter:
• Dear Ms. X,

• Good afternoon Dr. X,

• Greetings Professor X,

• Make sure you use your recipient’s correct title, and make sure you spell your 
recipient’s name correctly (people don’t like it when you misspell their names, so 
always double check!).



Knowing Whom to Address, and How

• Sometimes, you may have to do a bit of detective work to figure out who your 
recipient will actually be. This often occurs when applying for a job that does not 
specify which hiring personnel will handle applications.

• Do your best to find a name. Even if your email ends up with someone else, your 
recipient will usually appreciate that you at least tried to address your email to an 
actual person.

• If you absolutely cannot find a name, then, and only then, is it acceptable to 
address an email to “Hiring Manager”, “Editor”, or another general title.



Common Titles

• Another aspect to consider is your recipient’s title. Unless the person you are 
emailing is a friend or colleague with whom you are on a first name basis, you 
should include a title with your recipient’s name, such as:
• Mr. Smith

• Ms. Smith (note that “Miss” is no longer commonly used, and can be regarded as 
pejorative)

• Professor Smith

• If your recipient has a PhD, then address them as Dr. X.



I Can’t Figure Out the Correct Title!

• These days, it is becoming more common for employee directories and profiles to 
list a person’s preferred pronouns. Take the time to check, and if your recipient 
identifies as gender neutral and uses the pronouns they/them, then use the title 
Mx.
• Example: Dear Mx. Jones,

• If you are unsure of a person’s preferred pronouns, and therefore of what title is 
appropriate, then use Mx. It is typically safer, and far less likely to cause offense, if 
you use Mx. as opposed to arbitrarily using Mr. or Ms. and hoping you got it right.

• If the recipient is a peer, and you are absolutely certain they will not take offense to 
being addressed informally, you can skip the title and simply address them by 
their full name (first and last name).
• Obviously you should not do this if the recipient has seniority over you.



The Basics: The Body

• Once you’ve figured out the salutation, it’s time to get down to what you really 
came here to do: deliver your message.

• Begin the body of your email a line or two after the salutation, as this makes your 
email easier to read.

• Be clear, concise, and specific. Your recipient will be able to help you much faster if 
you clearly explain your message and include any and all relevant details.

• For longer emails, break up your message into multiple paragraphs whenever 
possible, and leave a line between each paragraph. An email containing shorter 
paragraphs that are spaced out is much easier to read than an email containing a 
long, cramped block of writing.



How Format Affects Tone

• Avoid writing in all caps, or overusing exclamation points (in fact, it’s usually best 
not to use exclamation points at all); both of these choices can cause your 
message to come across as combative and unprofessional.
• These choices can also make your email look like spam, which we’ve already established 

is a very bad thing.

• Avoid using emojis, as well. While emojis are great when texting a friend, they do 
not belong in a professional email.

• I also recommend turning on the accessibility checker, which can be found in the 
settings section of most email hosting sites (search for it if you cannot find it). This 
setting will help you figure out if any fonts, colors, or graphics in your email may 
be difficult for some people to access.

• And finally: always proofread before hitting send!



Adding Links and Attachments

• Be aware that most companies and institutions discourage or outright prohibit 
employees from clicking on links or opening attachments in emails from unknown 
senders, as doing so can put the network at risk of a cyberattack.

• Unless you personally know the recipient, or have been specifically instructed to 
include a link or attachment in your email, then assume your recipient will not click 
on any links or open any attachments you send.

• Including a link or attachment in your email may even result in your email being 
sent into quarantine or the recipient’s spam folder.



Attachment Tips

• If you do need to send an attachment, and are certain doing so will not result in 
your email being flagged or ignored, remember these tips:

• Make absolutely certain you have attached the correct document.
• Won’t you look silly if you meant to send your professor your final essay but accidentally 

sent her your LOTR fan fiction instead?

• Also, somewhere in your message, briefly explain what the attachment contains. 
Doing so will not only help avoid confusion, but will also prompt the email hosting 
site to alert you if you try to hit send without the attachment.

• Which brings me to my next tip: don’t forget to actually include the attachment. 
It’s easy to forget if you are in a hurry.



And Finally

• Never send an attachment along with a blank email. 

• Even if the sole purpose of sending an email is to send an attachment, you should 
still include a brief message, such as “Attached is my final essay.”

• Don’t expect your recipient to open a blank email that only contains an 
attachment. In fact, don’t expect a blank email to make it past the spam filter.



The Basics: The Farewell

• Always thank your recipient for having taken the time to read your email, even if your 
email contains a complaint or criticism. Remember, people are much more likely to pay 
attention to your complaint or criticism, and fix whatever you feel went wrong, if you are 
polite.

• End with a farewell such as:
• Sincerely,

• Best regards,

• or Thank you again,

• Sign-off with your full name and contact information (include either your email address or 
phone number, or both, even if you mentioned that information in the body of your email).

• It is especially important to sign your full name if your email address does not include 
your full name; otherwise, the recipient may not know who you are.



Example of a Properly Formatted Email

Subject line: How to Format an Email

Dear Student,

This is an example of how you should format an email. Whenever you send an email, 
make sure it looks more or less like this. Otherwise, your reader may not take you seriously, or 
may struggle to read your message.

Make sure you have paragraph breaks. It makes reading long emails so much easier!

Lastly, don’t forget to sign your name. You don’t have to be formal (unless the occasion 
calls for it) but you need to make sure your recipient knows who you are and how to contact you.

Best,

Macy Harrison

(972) xxx-xxxx

mharrison@email.com



A FEW FINAL NOTES



Always Proofread

• Never, ever send off any piece of writing without proofreading it first for typos 
and misspellings.

• Keep in mind that sometimes autocorrect changes our words.
• And sometimes autocorrect changes perfectly acceptable words to really embarrassing 

words.

• If your email is full of typos, then the best case scenario is that you will be mildly 
embarrassed.

• The worst case scenario is that your recipient won’t realize that autocorrect 
changed your innocuous word to something unsavory, and you get sent to HR for 
sensitivity training.



Final Tips

• Turn off “reply all” if you do not intend to reply to your entire department.
Only use “reply all” if you really need your reply seen by everyone cc’d on the 
original email. People do not like it when their inboxes get filled with reply-all 
emails that do not really pertain to them.

• Don’t send emails right after medical procedures or while you are heavily 
medicated.
• Trust me. You’ll regret it when the pain killers wear off and you realize you sent your 

professor a two-hundred-word email describing every gory detail of just how you got 
that hernia. 

• Furthermore, don’t send emails while you are upset. Take some time to cool off 
before sending your message; otherwise, your email may come across as 
offensive, overly emotional, or even incomprehensible. 
• Any or all of which will likely not result in the outcome you desire.



A Couple More Tips

• On that same note, don’t send a string of panic emails in which you repeatedly 
ask the same question (often with increasingly incomprehensible phrasing) 
without giving your recipient sufficient time to reply.

• Remember that email is not like texting, and rarely will you get an instantaneous 
reply. Wait at least twenty-four hours, or until the next business day if it is the 
weekend, before sending a follow up email, and remember that if your email is 
an application or submission, then it might be several weeks or even months 
before you hear back.

• And finally: if an email in any way looks like spam, then expect it to get flagged as 
spam.
• Most employees at most businesses and institutions go through compliance training 

that specifically trains them to report emails that contain misspellings and grammar 
errors because those are hallmarks of spam.



Farewell and Happy Typing!

• Sending emails is an important, but often overlooked skill that is integral to 
success in the classroom and the workplace. Hopefully, now that you have 
completed this presentation, you feel more confident communicating via email.

• If you do have any further questions about proper email etiquette or format, then 
your campus writing center will be more than happy to help you out.

• Farewell, and happy typing!


